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About This Content

The Cold War has turned hot and nuclear conflict is inevitable. Prepare the island nation of Tropico for the coming apocalypse
and carefully choose which resources and factions to save from certain eradication. The new Nuclear Shelter provides and

converts faction bonuses depending on its work mode. Don the new Hazmat suit and choose the Survivalist trait to become a
true doomsday prepper.

Key Features:

New building: Nuclear Shelter (provides bonuses depending on work mode)

New trait: Survivalist (Tropicans need less food)

New outfit: Hazmat suit

New mission: How I learned to love the bomb - Survive a doomsday scenario
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Title: Tropico 4: Apocalypse
Genre: Simulation, Strategy
Developer:
Haemimont Games, Feral Interactive (Mac)
Publisher:
Kalypso Media Digital, Feral Interactive (Mac)
Franchise:
Tropico
Release Date: 17 Oct, 2013

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Windows XP SP3 (32-bit), Vista / 7 (32 or 64-bit)

Processor: 2 GHz Dual Core CPU

Memory: 1 GB RAM

Graphics: Shadermodel 3.0 (Geforce 6600 or higher, Radeon X1600-Serie), 256 MB, DirectX 9.0c

DirectX: Version 9.0c

Sound Card: DirectX compatible

English,French,Italian,German
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There's a lot to like about this game: the art, the characters, the puzzles, the overall story, etc. There were certain moments that
had me laughing SO HARD. Most of the puzzles were doable though there were a couple that had very little instruction. I also
got lost when traveling from location to location because the directions aren't always intuitive.

Overall I had a lot of fun with this despite some bugs, which at first I brushed off because I know the dev team is small, and it's
still a new release. However while streaming the game we hit some snags that almost had me rage quit:

- Every single cut scene would freeze the game - I just had to sit patiently for it to stutter its way to the end.
- One of the very last puzzles was bugged so even though I got the answer right almost immediately, it wouldn't register as being
correct. We ended up spending over an hour trying to solve the puzzle, and after reloading the save file: voila! My original
answer worked after all... A huge shame to happen so close to the ending too.
- There was a point when even the settings weren't working; I tried adjusting the volume and even tried to mute the game, but
there was no change.

Also I'm not sure if the team has any immediate plans on making a sequel, but it's clear that the story is not complete. No
spoilers, just was genuinely shocked when the game ended suddenly. I loved so many aspects of this game that I hope we can get
a continuation sooner rather than later, but as a Kickstarter project I'm not sure how soon we can expect it.

Regardless, would recommend this game. For this price it's definitely worth a shot.

P.S. Thanks to kwizten for review.
https:\/\/steamcommunity.com\/id\/kwizten\/recommended\/802450\/. I'd say I got my moneys worth out of it. I did enjoy the
gameplay aspect of it, the story not so much. The only major issue I had with this game, and I'm not sure if it was a bug is I had
trouble getting a certain special seed from a meteorite to progress since all my quests revolved around it. I speant hours waiting
for meteorites to fall with the seed in it and it wouldn't give it to me. I ended up quitting the game and going back the next day
only for my first set of meteorites to hit containing the seed. After that it was smooth sailing and the game became enjoyable
once more. I do want to point out this game is not good for people who get easily motion sickness cuz the camera can be a bit
whacky when you're controlling your character on your planet.

Fixes:

  I think there needs to be a fix implemented involving Bom and Yuki: I've noticed when your emptying out the mine to Goliath,
mid dialogue they will charge from his ship and sometimes it's hard to spot them on the way back so you end up losing
materials. I just don't think these characters should be raiding your place when you're trying to talk to someone it gets annoying.

  Mun dissapearing on Ankora made it so I couldn't speak to anyone there, I had to leave and craft more gas to go back so she
would show.

  When you get to an area involving a spaceship, I had to reset my game because of a door not opening since I had not killed all
the enemies in the area, thing is I think the enemy either glitched out of the map or was not there to begin with.

  NPCS interupting with dialogue after you complete a "Kill all enemies" mission preventing you from picking up loot, only to
have to watch it dissapear before your eyes.

  Suggestion:

  Fishing I found to be trouble at first mainly cuz I used a keyboard to play. It took some time to get use to the weird key
suggestions to fish which made me want to avoid it completely till I had a quest involving fish. I just think the fishing needs
some touch up on to be more fun.

  Enemies need to be stronger or pose more of a threat, I never used the staff to deal with anything.

  More achivements would be great for us achivement hunters. I went through and finished everything in over 14 hours, but I
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want more. I'm assuming more story is going to be added to the game later, personally I would like the incentive to go back
through achivements cuz it really lets me look at the game longer and find bugs. I know I said the story wasn't good, but it
literally started picking up at the end so I'm curious to see where it goes.

  All in all I do recommend the game, it's got a sense of calmness to it when you want to just relax.. As far as DLC goes, yeah, it
was underwhelming. But, more of the same of Shantae is never a bad thing. Playing as Risky Boots was still fun enough, even
though the move sets are exactly like The Pirate's Curse, it was still great to play through the game with different abilities as
well as finding new collectibles.

My biggest gripe with this DLC is playing through the exact same levels. Yeah, each level is slightly different to suit Risky
Boots and her new move set, but this isn't Shovel Knight and I felt there was a lot of wasted potential.

And it's short. I did a 100% run in less than 3 hours. I know its DLC and all, but it could have stood to be a bit longer.

Despite all these flaws, I still recommend it, as it's still a great platformer, fun and you get more of the same. I will say the $9.99
is a steep asking price, I feel it should be in the $4-$5.99 range for the amount of content you get. Maybe wait for a pice drop,
but if you're a fan of Shantae, give this one a shot.. If you like synthesizers, sequencers, or tape loops, you'll love this.
Foreverloops has a very adequate number of instrument sounds to have some serious fun.

If it had effects, phlanges, reverb, or volume controls for components, that'd make it pretty perfect.

I'll be looking forwared to DLC of additional banks of instruments, electronic sounds, or foley effects.. As you play, you find
items that enhance your killing potential. If you die, you lose everything and start over - no apparent permanent character or stat
upgrades yet... some might call this fun.. I have bought this game with the intent of supplying fun game to kids. Shortly after
starting it, I realized that ME - not really a kid anymore - have already played it for five hours straight! Game doesn't give any
instructions - and that's 50% of fun, from discovering things yourself. It's a great feature, some of us, relying on tutorials for
every game out there, already forgot.

That said, I wouldn't recommend this game for kids, buy it if you like solving gradually harder puzzles of "how to get up on that
platform?" or "there should be 10 items on this level I have only 5, where's the rest?". You need to make surrounding creatures
to do your bidding by singing for them, stomping the ground around or teleporting them wherever they're needed. You'll be
lighting dark areas with a fairy, which you need to invite there by singing, you will use frog's bubbles to raise to higher areas,
you will even need frogs bubble-fly another frog from time to time. Sometimes you will need that pesky bird, which god-knows-
why has uber-affection for you, to be removed by zapping it with two slugs. There are times, when you will have wondered
"how to get up there?", but having progressed slightly further you will discover new ways to do things, something you haven't
thought of before, or just simply a new ability. This makes you go back and complete that task you haven't done before.
Warning to those that are alergic to trying things repeatedly and failing 90% of the time - you're gonna want to be zapped by a
slug yourself, so try another game.

Writing anything more would be a big spoiler on how the game works, so enough to say - get it, you won't regret it.. Beautiful
graphics, wonderfully artistic backgrounds, and a neat soundtrack but the mechanics of the game grew tiresome very quickly.
The design of most of the levels was well done, but some of the end boss fights just became utterly ridiculous.
And the number of traps in certain levels was also superfluous to the point of becoming tedious and monotonous. It could use
some work to keep things interesting and challenging but at this point it loses its fun. If the game is ever updated to fix what I
think is wrong I may change my recommendation.. Ah, a true TS Essential. Usually if a piece of DLC is less than \u00a310, I
suggest get it & this is no exception. It's great value for money and a true bargain in a Sale, but what do you get? Two liveries,
countless variations of trains (2-car, 3-car, 4-car, etc.), custom destination boards and three scenarios.

However, that's not really the point. This pack is pretty much essential if you play TS, or like to create your own scenarios or
download content for the Steam Workshop - many, many scenarios use these and they are just fantastic. The liveries are nicely
done (especially the Blue & Grey), it comes with a ton of features and is... challenging to drive. If you're not used to gears on a
loco, bear that in mind - you'll learn it eventually though and to be honest, it's more difficult for me on the Class 03 but that's
another story.

My Dad say's these DMU's used to be his favourite - he'd travel on them on the way home from School and would alway's try
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and bag the seat where you could see the Driver at the Controls & the line ahead. After using this pack quite a lot, it's easy to see
why he liked them. And for the price, I suggest that you don't wait for the Sales to get this. Get it none-the-less - it's just
fantastic!
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After the initial sticker shock of Vive, I was strongly debating returning my gear to the local Microcenter with the experiences
I'd had so far. This game single handled convinced me to keep the Vive and has actually gotten me excited about future content.

10/10: Would throw steaks and grenades at zombies again. A fun mix of CoD and CS:GO. Not as "exciting" as other games but
it still fun and 100% FREE.. i bought gta 5 for the 3rd time (ps3, ps4, pc) only to realize there are no more charcater transfers
for online from consoles wtf rockstar.. I played until I got bored.. really fun and enjoyable. I highly recommend.. Yes, it's a card
game, tactful game - but it's not like the rest, it's unique! The game has a clear understanding of the balance, here it is perfect.
Gameplay, game mechanics, drawing - on the level!

More reviews -  IndieCurator
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